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Abstract

routing process the energy can drain

In Wireless Sensor Network, network

quickly and the CH can also drain energy

lifetime greatly depends upon the energy

at this stage, the node with the highest

consumption of the sensor nodes. Data

energy can be selected using Energy

aggregation and collection is considered as

Aware Routing Protocol. This process can

an important and necessary to save the

run continuously and randomly the CH can

energy and to prolong the network

be changed and the CH does not remain

lifetime. In the existing system, Single

constant. By using the Energy Aware

Mobile Sink Node was used for receiving

Routing Protocol (ERP) increase the

the data from the Cluster Head (CH). In

network lifetime and minimize the energy

the proposed system, Multiple Mobile

consumption when compared with the

Sink Nodes are considered for receiving

existing

data from the Cluster Head and transmit it

environment using MATLAB

to the Base Station (BS). Single CH is

stimulation results verify the effectiveness

generated for each Cluster in random

of our method

manner by using K-Means Algorithm. The

Wireless Sensor Network

Mobile Sink Node visits the CH as hostile

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) usually

and collect the data’s from the allocated

consists of collection of sensors and

CH. The sensor nodes present in the

mobile nodes in large numbers with the

cluster transmits the data to the CH in a

presence of power transceiver. WSN is

Single-Hop fashion. The node consists of

composed of randomly deployed sensor

energy for routing process. Due to the

nodes and they are placed around the Base
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Station or Sink. The power transceiver

grouped

effectively used for gathering data’s from

Member and they are considered as the

various applications like civil application,

Lower Layer of the network. The Cluster

environment monitoring, etc and finally,

Head is selected as the higher layer to

transmit the data’s to the Base Station

collect the sensing data from the Cluster

(BS).The Wireless Sensor Networks Life

Member and transmit it to the Base

time greatly depends upon the energy

Station. Clustering process involves the

consumption of the sensor nodes. In WSN,

following four steps:

Data

1. Data Point Representation

Aggregation

and

Collection

is

into

clusters

called

Cluster

considered as an important and necessary

2. Data Point Similarity Measurement

to save the energy and to prolong the

3. Clustering into Clusters

network lifetime. Energy consumed by

4. Data Abstraction (if needed)

each sensor node is done in two major

The presence of the static sink introduces

ways: sensing the field and routing the

some problems regarding the energy

data to the Base Station or Static Sink. The

consumption and network lifetime. The

deployed sensor nodes are left unattended

static sink may not be able to gather the

then it is difficult to recharge (or) replace

information from all the sensor nodes

the battery. After the sensor nodes present

present in the network because some

are grouped into autonomous organisation,

sensor

the sensor nodes near the BS deplete in

communicate with the BS. To reduce the

their batteries much faster than other

defect caused by the static sink, mobile

nodes. Due to the depletion of energy, the

sink was proposed. It has been proven that

network lifetime is not guaranteed. The

the mobility of the sink gives tremendous

Energy consumption is considered as

improvement

critical factor because of limited power

network lifetime, throughput, scalability

supply.

etc. The mobile sink called as mobile data

Performance of the Wireless Sensor

collector is considered as a mobile robot or

Network highly depends on the lifetime of

vehicle equipped with a powerful battery,

the network and energy conservation. To

large memory and transceiver. The mobile

achieve high scalability, prolong network

sink traverse the network, collects the

lifetime and energy efficiency, the Cluster-

sensed data from the Cluster Head from

Based scheme is considered instead of Flat

the

topology. The similar sensor nodes are

collected data’s to the Base Station. Since
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the mobility sink is used, it can traverse

intermediate node called Mobile Sink is

close to all the Clusters present in the

placed between them and the Mobile Sink

network in a planned manner to prolong

will collect the aggregated data’s and

the network lifetime.

transmit into the Base Station. In the

For example, in the wild environment the

existing workman three-layer Framework

radio-tagged zebras and whales are used as

(Sensor Layer, Cluster Head Layer and

mobile nodes and in the urban area, the

Mobile Collector (or) Spencer Layer) was

public transportation vehicle such as buses

considered. At the Sensor Layer, the

and trains are considered as the mobile

sensors are Self-Organized into Clusters.

nodes. In WSN the data transmissions are

Multiple Cluster Head (CH)was generated

done into two ways namely Single-Hop

for each Cluster and to balance the load

Transmission

Multi-Hop

Dual Data Uploading (DDU) concept was

Transmission. The data’s are transmitted

considered. At the Cluster Head Layer, the

as

Cluster

Multiple Cluster Head will work together

Formation. In Single-Hop network, the

with each other and they perform energy

data packets are transmitted from the

saving inter-cluster communication. At the

source to the Static Station or Base Station

Mobile Collector (or) Sensor Layer, two

which consists of only one hop between

Cluster

them. If the nodes are present close to each

simultaneously to a single Sensor by using

other than the energy consumption by the

the technique Multi-User Multi-Input and

nodes gets reduced. Thus the nodes present

Multi-Output (MU-MIMO)[7].The usage

in the Clusters will communicate with the

of single mobile sink will consume lot of

Cluster Head in a single-hop fashion in

energy and take lot of time to reach the

order to increase the energy efficiency. In

Clusters. In order to reduce the energy

Multi-Hop network, when the distance

consumption, multiple mobile sink is

between the nodes is large and the

considered. The multiple mobile sink first

communication between the nodes is takes

traverses the location of the Clusters

place through the number of intermediate

present in the network and finds the

nodes placed in the network. The distance

position of the Cluster present close to the

between the Cluster Head and the Base

Base Station. The data forwarding path

Station may be large and the Cluster Head

from the Cluster Head to the Mobile sink

may consume lot of energy. In order to

depends on the mobile Sink current

reduce the consumption of energy, an

position.

Single-Hop
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Literature Survey

mechanisms. First, sensing-driven cluster

ASAP: An adaptive sampling approach

construction is used to create clusters

to data collection in sensor networks[1]

within the network such that nodes with

proposed one of the most prominent and

close sensor readings are assigned to the

comprehensive ways of data collection in

same clusters. Second, correlation-based

sensor networks is to periodically extract

sampler selection and model derivation are

raw sensor readings. This way of data

used to determine the sampler nodes and to

collection enables complex analysis of

calculate

data, which may not be possible with in-

probabilistic models that capture the

network aggregation or query processing.

spatial and temporal correlations among

However, this flexibility in data analysis

the sensor readings. Last, adaptive data

comes at the cost of power consumption.

collection and model-based prediction are

In this paper we develop ASAP which is

used to minimize the number of messages

an adaptive sampling approach to energy

used to extract data from the network. A

efficient periodic data collection in sensor

unique feature of ASAP is the use of in-

networks. The main idea behind ASAP is

network schemes, as opposed to the

to use a dynamically changing subset of

protocols requiring centralized control, to

the nodes as samplers such that the sensor

select and dynamically refine the subset of

readings of the sampler nodes are directly

the sensor nodes serving as samplers and

collected, whereas the values of the non-

to adjust the value prediction models used

sampler nodes are predicted through the

for non-sampler nodes. Such runtime

use of probabilistic models that are locally

adaptations

and periodically constructed. ASAP can be

schedule which is self-optimizing in

effectively used to increase the network

response to the changes in the energy

lifetime while keeping the quality of the

levels of the nodes and environmental

collected data high, in scenarios where

dynamics. We present simulation-based

either the spatial density of the network

experimental

deployment is superfluous relative to the

effectiveness of ASAP under different

required spatial resolution for data analysis

system settings.

or certain amount of data quality can be

Tour

traded off in order to decrease the power

gathering mechanisms in wireless sensor

consumption of the network. ASAP

networks[7]

approach

framework is used for collecting mobile

consists
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data in Wireless Sensor Networks. The

cluster has its own cluster head it saves

three layers include Sensor layer, Cluster

energy per node and saves energy per

Head layer and Sensor layer known as

cluster head, and also the delay in data

Mobile Collector layer. In this three layer

collection is reduced.

framework

DAWN:

we

use

Load

Balanced

Energy

efficient

data

Clustering and Dual Data Uploading

aggregation in WSN with mobile sinks

which is referred as LBC-DDU. The

[8]

objective of this paper is to reduce the

wireless sensor networks (WSNs) usually

delay in gathering the mobile data and to

follow a many-to-one model. Sensor nodes

increase the lifetime of the network. A

close to static sinks will deplete their

load balanced clustering algorithm is used

limited energy more rapidly than other

in the Sensor layer for the sensors to self

sensors, since they will have more data to

organize themselves into clusters. In order

forward during multi hop transmission.

to balance the work load and facilitate dual

This will cause network partition, isolated

information Uploading it generates a

nodes

Cluster Head in every cluster. The

lifetime. Thus, how to balance energy

connectivity among the clusters is assured

consumption for sensor nodes is an

by the transmission range between the

important research issue. In recent years,

inter clusters. Using a Cluster Head within

exploiting sink mobility technology in

a cluster saves energy in inter-cluster

WSNs

communications. The information from the

attention because it can not only improve

Cluster head is given to the Sensor through

energy efficiency, but prolong network

transmissions

inter-clusters.

lifetime. In this paper, we propose an

Sensor is equipped with two antennas

energy efficient distance-aware routing

which help in simultaneous uploading of

algorithm with multiple mobile sink for

data to Sensor at the Mobile Collector

WSNs, where sink nodes will move with a

layer. The polling points in each cluster

certain speed along the network boundary

are carefully selected for the path planning

to collect monitored data. We study the

of Sensor to fully utilize the dual data

influence of multiple mobile sink nodes on

uploading technique. Sensor gathers data

energy consumption and network lifetime,

from the cluster head and transport data to

and we mainly focus on the selection of

data sink from each selected polling

mobile sink node number and the selection

points. The results reveals that when each

of parking positions, as well as their

from
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impact on performance metrics above. We

Sink Model for determining optimal

can see that both mobile sink node number

location of single local sink. Because the

and the selection of parking position have

buffer size of a local sink is limited and the

important

network

deadline of data is constrained, single local

performance. Simulation results show that

sink is capable of carrying out many

our proposed routing algorithm has better

sources in a large-scale local and adjacent

performance than traditional routing ones

region. Hence, we also extend the Single

in terms of energy consumption.

Local Sink Model to a Multiple Local

Data gathering mechanism with local

Sinks Model. We next propose a data

sink in geographic routing for wireless

gathering mechanism that gathers data in

sensor networks[4]

proposed a most

the region through the local sink and

existing geographic routing protocols on

delivers the aggregated data to the global

sensor networks concentrates on finding

sink. Simulation results show that the

ways to guarantee data forwarding from

proposed mechanism is more efficient in

the source to the destination, and not many

terms of the energy consumption, the data

protocols have been done on gathering and

delivery ratio, and the deadline miss ratio

aggregating data of sources in a local and

than the existing mechanisms.

adjacent region. However, data generated

Existing Method

from the sources in the region are often

In the existing method , we are using an

redundant

correlated.

cluster based method. Cluster method has

Accordingly, gathering and aggregating

two phenomena- cluster head and cluster

data from the region in the sensor

member , cluster member can collect the

networks is important and necessary to

information from the physical environment

save the energy and wireless resources of

and send it to the cluster head , cluster

sensor nodes. We introduce the concept of

head will transfer the information to the

a local sink to address this issue in

mobile sink or mobile node ,the mobile

geographic routing. The local sink is a

sink

sensor node in the region, in which the

periodically from the starting site, then

sensor node is temporarily selected by a

directly collects data from these cluster

global sink for gathering and aggregating

heads in a single-hop range, and finally

data from sources in the region and

returns to the starting site. The sensing

delivering the aggregated data to the

field has many obstacles in order to

global sink. We next design a Single Local

prolong the network lifetime .we

influence

and
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implementing the heuristic tour planning

Flow diagram:

algorithm using spanning graph to find the
obstacle avoiding shortest route.
Disadvantages:
 The single mobile sink will take lot of
time to reach the clusters in-order to
gather data
 The usage of single mobile sink will
consume lot of energy
Fig 3.1 Flow Diagram

Steps used in Multiple Sink Routing
Find the set of Clusters using K-Means

K-Means Algorithm

algorithm and each Cluster contains single

K-Means

Cluster Head that are visited by the mobile

unsupervised learning algorithms that

sink. The objective is to minimize the

solve a well-known clustering problem

energy consumption and increase the

The main aim of K-Means clustering to

network lifetime by reducing the Multi-

partition n observations into k clusters and

Hop transmission from Cluster Member

each n observation belongs to the cluster

(CM) to the Cluster Head (CH) and

with

consider Single-Hop fashion.

algorithm has a close relationship with the

WRP is a heuristic method that finds a

K-Nearest Neighbor classifier which is a

nearest travelling path. Based on the Hop

popular

distance WRP allocates a weight to each

Through a certain number of Clusters it is

sensor nodes present in the network. The

easy to classify the given data set. The idea

CH at minimum distance will be assigned

of K-Means is to define k for each cluster.

with highest weight and the CH with

These centers should be placed carefully

Highest weight will be assigned to the MS

because different locations cause different

for data collection.

result. Consider each point belonging to a

Positions of the mobile sink node are

given set of data’s and associate it to the

traced by all the nodes present in the

nearest centre. In the proposed system,

network.

each cluster contains single cluster Head.
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K-Means Algorithm Steps

design are: Modular decomposability,

Let X = {x1,x2,x3,……..,xn} be the set of

Modular

data points and V = {v1,v2,…….,vc}

Understandability,

bethe set of centers.

Modular Protection.

1) Randomly select ‘c’ cluster centers.

The following are the modules of the

2) Calculate the distance between each

project, which is planned in aid to

data point and cluster centers.

complete the project with respect to the

3) Assign the data point to the cluster

proposed

center whose distance from the cluster

existing system and also providing the

center is minimum of all the cluster centers

support for the future enhancement.

4) Recalculate the new cluster center

Modules:

5) Recalculate the distance between each

 Node construction

data point and new obtained cluster

 Cluster head selection

centers.

 Multiple mobile sink

6) If no data point was reassigned then

 Energy aware routing protocol

stop, otherwise repeat from step 3

Node construction

Module Definition

In the network, first we have to construct a

A modular design reduces complexity,

network which consists of ‘n’ number of

facilities change (a critical aspect of

Nodes. So that nodes can request data

software maintainability), and results in

from other nodes in the network. Since the

easier implementation by encouraging

Nodes have the mobility property, we can

parallel development of different part of

assume that the nodes are moving across

system. Software architecture embodies

the network. Network is used to store all

modularity that is software is divided into

the Nodes information like Node Id and

separately

named

addressable

other information. Also network will

components

called modules

that are

monitor all the Nodes Communication for

and

Comps

ability,
Modular

system,

while

Modular
continuity,

overcoming

integrated to satisfy problem.

security purpose. Each user requests to

Modularity is the single attribute of

server through base station and gateway

software that allows a program to be

for access the communication and data

intellectually manageable.

sharing.

The five

important criteria that enable us to

Initially all the nodes will contain equal

evaluate a design method with respect to

amount of energy. Thus there occurs

its ability to define an effective modular

random selection of Cluster Head. All the
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Cluster Member presents in the Cluster

to the routing process. The cluster head

communicate with the CH in a single-hop

can also drain energy at this stage , the

fashion. If the Cluster Head Energy gets

node with highest energy can be selected

drain, then the node with the highest

using energy aware routing protocol. This

energy is considered as the Cluster Head.

process

The Cluster Formation and Cluster Head

randomly the cluster head can be changed.

selection belongs to Set-Up phase in

By using energy aware routing protocol

Clustering technique.

the network lifetime can be increased.

Cluster Formation

Multiple Mobile Sink :

In this module, to achieve high energy

The multiple mobile sink nodes collect the

efficiency sensor nodes that are present in

data packets from the Cluster Head and

the network are grouped into Clusters. The

transmit it to the Base Station. The Mobile

main idea of clustering concept is to

sink nodes are emerged from the Base

reduce the occurrence of from sensor node

Station and they contain buffers to store

to

energy

the collected data’s. When the buffer value

consumption. Here the sensor nodes are

reaches zero or the buffer becomes full,

located in the region in static manner. For

then the stored data’s are transmitted to the

Cluster

Base Station. During pause time, the

sink

and

improve

Formation,

Means

the

Clustering

can

Cluster head selection:

neighboring Cluster Head in order to

Initially all the nodes will contain equal

check the network condition. This module

amount of energy. Thus there occurs

belongs

random selection of Cluster Head. All the

Clustering technique.

Cluster Member presents in the Cluster

The whole sensor network is divided into

communicate with the CH in a single-hop

clusters. There is a cluster head in each

fashion. If the Cluster Head Energy gets

cluster and these cluster head perform data

drain, then the node with the highest

fusion after collecting data. The cluster

energy is considered as the Cluster Head.

head selection is done by, taking the

The Cluster Formation and Cluster Head

lowest ID node as cluster head, by

selection belongs to Set-Up phase in

choosing the sensor node with highest

Clustering technique.

degree (largest number of neighbors), and

The nodes consists of energy for routing

sensor node with highest residual energy is

purpose , this energy can drain quickly due

selected as the cluster head. This cluster

Steady

a

data

State

to

and

mobile

to

sends

continuously

Algorithm is considered.
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head sends aggregated data to the relevant

through RPs at scheduled times, which

sink. If the clustering algorithm having

minimizes the disruption to the network

techs located in a uniform way, energy

topology caused by mobility. This work

consumption can be well maintained and

makes the following contributions.

reduced, causing a prolonged network

1) Formulate the rendezvous design

lifetime.

problem for WSNs

Energy Aware Routing protocol:

which aims to find a set of RPs that can be

Energy is a paramount concern to wireless

visited by the CH within a required delay

sensor networks (WSNs) that must operate

while the network cost incurred in

for an extended period of time on limited

transmitting data from sources to node

power supplies such as batteries. In this

points is minimized. Based on the analysis

work, aero data collection approach is

on the optimal structure of connection

presented that explores the controlled

between sources and a fixed track and find

mobility of CH and the capability of in-

efficient node points within bounded CH

network data caching. Specifically, a

tour on the track.

subset of static nodes in the network will

2.)Due to the usage of multiple sink and

serve as the node points and aggregate data

ERP , the network lifetime can be further

originated

increased and less energy consumption.

from

sources.

The

CH

periodically visits each node points and

with a mobile CH,

Screenshots

picks up the cached data. This approach
has several key advantages. First, a broad
range of desirable tradeoffs between
energy consumption and communication
delay

can be achieved by jointly

optimizing the choices of node points,
motion path of CH and data transmission
routes. Second, the use of node points
enables the CH to collect a large volume
of data at a time without traveling a long
distance, which mitigates the negative
impact of slow speed of BS on overall
network throughput. Third, mobile nodes
communicate with the rest of the network

@Mayas Publication
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Thus the delay of data packets gets
reduced. The Cluster Head gather the
data’s from the Cluster member in a single
stretched manner. By the usage of Multiple
Mobile

Sink,

the

Communication

Overhead is reduced. Location awareness
Multiple Mobile Sinks is considered and
the sensor nodes present in the Cluster
must keep track of the position of the
Mobile Sink Node. ERP algorithm is used
to

determine

that

Wireless

Sensor

Networks are considered of Cluster that
have Cluster Head and the Cluster
Members. Cluster Head is elected among
the nodes that have the highest energy
levels to keep the lifetime of Wireless
Sensor Network longer.
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